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Abstract

The growing interest in the automated planning community seeks for new and better results for real applications. Requirements' analysis is a key issue over design and needs to be enhanced to fit users and stakeholder expectations. Such scenario make the researchers to focus on Knowledge Engineering (KE) applied in elicitation of planning problems and domains - mainly the early stage of the process. This proposal introduces the applying of GORE method for Engineering Requirement of planning domain modeling.

Introduction

The Knowledge Engineering for planning automated collects contributions of crucial works of researchers such as Prof. Thomas Lee McCluskey, who since the early 90s began to publish papers in this field (McCluskey and Porteous 1993). Researching in design process for building knowledge models in real fields with high quality and reliability (McCluskey 2002), and the study of requirement engineering methods applied with existing automated planning techniques are key objectives of this field (Vaquero et al. 2013).

In this scope, O-Plan was one of precursor tool in acquisition and modeling knowledge of planning on an tasks-driven approach. Most recent distribution is a web service, which is used in a wide range of dependent-domain applications (Tate and Dalton 2003).

SIPE involves an ACT (Myers and Wilkins 1997) approach, in which a system is able to give response to events in real time by performing a best possible action. Modeling of all knowledge required to generate plan is possible while external events are occurring.

Both, O-Plan and SIPE planners are predecessors for GIPO, one of the planners registered in literature with mechanisms for acquiring and modeling knowledge of independent-domain applications (Simpson et al. 2001). It address to the syntactic and semantic verification of models, improving the performance of planners; the import and export from domain definitions to PDDL format; integration of planning algorithms jointly with its execution and simulation provides a friendly environment for users. Graphical representation of dynamic objects through state machines (Simpson 2005) (Simpson 2007) is allowed since version III.

ItSIMPLE is another tool based an object-oriented approach helping to designers achieve a detailed model of the domain (Vaquero et al. 2007). The most relevant contribution is the use of Unified Modeling Language (UML) providing diagrams such as use cases, classes, state machines, time and objects. Classes, properties, relationships and constraints are defined in the class diagram, thus are modeling static characteristics of the domain.

Table 1 shows PDDL as domain modeling language by the most of the tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Domain model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DISCOPLAN</td>
<td>PDDL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUROPA</td>
<td>Action Notation Modeling Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIPO</td>
<td>PDDL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlowOpt</td>
<td>Work-Flow Modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>itSIMPLE</td>
<td>UML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JABBAH</td>
<td>Business Process Management Notation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModPlan</td>
<td>PDDL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIZ</td>
<td>Non-Standard graphical diagrams</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Main tools and its approach for modeling problem domain

EUROPA (Extensible Universal Remote Operations Planning Architecture) (Barreiro et al. 2012) was designed to support planning for complex systems, such as spacecraft and rovers, combining two abstractions: Constraints Satisfaction Problems and networks for modeling Simple Temporal Problems. Domain of real problems is modeled by structures called Objects with ANML (Action Notation Modeling Language) as input language on a strategy state/activity (Smith, Frank, and Cushing 2008).

FlowOpt model processes over a workflow approach simplified guiding users to create correct models (Bartak and Cepék 2008); JABBAH combines modeling using BPMN language (Business Process Management Notation) with a workflow approach (Gonzalez 2009); and finally VIZ with a graphic language simple non-standard for describing the planning areas. All these tools enable translation of domain...
models to standard PDDL language (Vodrazka and Chrpa 2010).

Even PDDL being the must used language, PLEXIL (Plan Execution Interchange Language) is another language which is originally developed as a collaborative effort between NASA researchers and Carnegie Mellon University, for plans representation on real or simulated systems, in robotics, automation of operations in human habitats and systems involving intelligent software agents (Bištek et al. 2014).

Of all these tools, iSIMPLE was the first to introduce requirement engineering techniques applied to planning problems (Vaquero and Silva 2009): requirements and relevant knowledge of the different viewpoints involved are represented by the diagram of use cases, a semi-formal representation of the UML language (OMG 2005).

**GORE methods**

Goal-Oriented Requirement Engineering (GORE) is a sub-area of Requirement Engineering (RE), which addresses using goals for eliciting, elaborating, structuring, specifying, analyzing, negotiating, documenting, and modifying requirements (Van Lamsweerde 2000).

In the literature are registers a wide number of goal definitions: Goals as high level objectives of business, organization or system; they capture the reasons why a system is needed and guide decisions in various levels within the enterprise (Potts, Takahashi, and Antón 1994). A goal is a condition or state which engaging issues of the world achieved by an agent (Van Lamsweerde 2000) (Yu, Dubois, and Mylopoulos 1995). According to (Lamsweerde 2004) a goal is a prescriptive statement declaring the purpose of some (existing or to-be) systems whose satisfaction generally emerged from collaboration between agents with some responsibility over the system. These goals guide requirement elaboration process resulting in the definition of domain-specific requirements.

Goals cover different kinds of concerns: functional concerns associated with services to be requested, and non-functional concerns with quality of service (safety, security, accuracy, performance, and so forth) (Chung et al. 2012). Also goal issues are defined in Artificial Intelligence field - specifically in classical planning & scheduling problem in which solution is a sequence of actions (plan) that end in a state entailing some goal previously defined (Russell and Norvig 2010).

GBRAM [Bib19], I* framework (Potts, Takahashi, and Antón 1994), NFR (Chung et al. 2000), KAOS (Van Lamsweerde 2001), Goal/Strategy Map (Bider et al. 2005), GLR (Grigorev and Kirilenko 2013) are some methods based on GORE. Of these, KAOS and I* are the most cited.

**KAOS method**

KAOS approach is an goal-oriented implementation of GORE method which involves a rich set of formal analysis techniques based on Linear Time Logic (LTL). Indeed, KAOS stands for Keep All Objectives Satisfied (Lamsweerde 2009), describing a multi-paradigm framework that combines different levels of reasoning: semi-formal, for modeling and structuring goals; and formal, based in the linear time logic formalism. Therefore, KAOS combines a semantic net of basic concepts such as assumptions, operations, objects and agents, with linear time logic (Lamsweerde 2009).

Basically, KAOS is a goal-driven elaboration method that provides a specification language for capturing WHY, WHO and WHEN aspects in addition to the usual WHAT requirements.

Graphically, goals are represented in KAOS diagram by parallelograms, while requirement borders are drawn in bold line and agents are represented by hexagons as in Fig.2, goal diagram for block world problem (Russell and Norvig 2010).

![Goal Diagram of simple block world](image)

**I* method**

I* method is a conceptual modeling technique for modeling and reasoning organizational environments and their information systems introduced by (Yu 1994). Strategic Dependency and Strategic Rationale models are key models of I* approach. Strategic Dependency model describes relationships of dependency among various agents over organizational environment. Strategic Rationale model describes stakeholders’ concerns and viewpoints over the system and environment.

Fig.3 shows Strategic Dependency diagram of the same block problem. Analyzing of this model, shows how actors are key strategic into I* for representing motivations, intents and rationale behind actions to achieve goals. Next, we comparing both approaches with focus on modeling non-functional requirements (NFR); understanding a boundary between system and it environment; modeling of objects involved in knowledge domain and actor’s concerns.

**KAOS versus I***

NFR in KAOS are mainly treated as goals and I* models as soft-goals which allowing for qualitative reasoning. Same mission of goal model in KAOS, help to clarify a boundary between a software-to-be and its environment. This model is organized in a tree where leaves are assignable to single agents (software or human). If leaves are assigned to the software-to-be, model as a requirement and if is assigned to environment agent is an assumption, respectively.

Objects related with knowledge domain can be modeled through of one of KAOS diagrams: Object Diagram. In I*
Achieve a final configuration when a block initial configuration was defined
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A key challenge aims to modeling the planning & scheduling problems features through requirements using formal methods - even for medium and large problems - with a schematic language, a first stage of eventual verification and validation from initial models to a consistent model transferable to automatic planners in a later stage.

Our proposal is to provide a clear process for design early stage in which modeling of requirements is a systematic process using GORE method, considering time constraints (such as the duration of sub-processes) and methods for requirement analysis using Petri nets, guaranteeing a consistent input to the automated planners.

Fig.5 provides an overview of steps to follow on the design of planning problem proposed by (Vaquero et al. 2013).

Another advantage of KAOS method is its potentiality of express to behavioral goals a formal representation in Linear Time Logic (LTL) formalism:

**Goal Achieve Def. Formal**

A block is stacked

\[
\forall (a, b : \text{Block}) [\text{stacked}(a, b) \rightarrow \Diamond (\text{On}(a, b), b.\text{clear} = \text{false})]
\]

Where goals are expressed formally as:

\[ C \Rightarrow \Theta T \]

\( C \) is the current condition, \( T \) is the target condition and \( \Theta \) is one of the LTL operators represented in Table 1.

These operators can be quantified by a time stamp \( d \), so that \( \Diamond_d \) means *eventually* in the future before deadline \( d \), and \( \Box_d \) means *always* in the future up to deadline \( d \).

### Table 1: Temporal Logic Operators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Diamond )</td>
<td>Eventually in the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Box )</td>
<td>Always in the future</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GORE for planning & scheduling

A key challenge aims to modeling the planning & scheduling problems features through requirements using formal methods - even for medium and large problems - with a schematic language, a first stage of eventual verification and validation from initial models to a consistent model transferable to automatic planners in a later stage.

Fig.3: Strategic Dependency Diagram of simple block World

Figure 4: Object Diagram of simple block world
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